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Abstract
A brief description is given of the updating carried out at the Embalse NPP after

commissioning, covering the station fire equivalent loads, the station weak points from the fire point
of view, the possible upgrading of systems or technological improvements, early alarm and automatic
actions, organizations, education and training, and drills.

1. INTRODUCTION

Embalse NPP, located in the center of Argentina, is a CANDU — design plant of
648 MWe, commissioned in 1983.

It belongs to that design generation of the seventies, that's to say, it is more than 25
years old. It means that some upgrading was necessary to be done after commissioning;
learnings from Browns Ferry and Three Mile Islands arrived too late for this projcet.

On the other hand, world background of recent years showed that fire hazard in nuclear
power plants were greater and more serious than estimated in early days.

2. FIRE ACCIDENTS CHARACTERISTICS

It is known that origin and causes of fire accidents could be of two main sorts:
technologial (due to device, equipment or system failure, such as: electric short-circuits or oil
spillage on hot surfaces) or human (responsible of fire initiation because of a wrong work or
responsible due to a lack of skill or poor preparedness to cope with the fire).

Probability of fire occurrence because technological causes can be lowered by
corrective and preventive maintenance, routinary tests, automatic alarming and/or actions,
systems upgrading, etc.

Human failures can be reduced by training, practice and education.

3. MAIN AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT

Fire hazard in Embalse NPS was analyzed and seven main areas for improvements
were found: a) Station fire equivalent loads, b) Station weak points from fire point of view, c)
Possible systems upgrading or technological improvements, d) Early alarming and automatic
actions, e) Organization, f) Education and training, g) Drills.
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4. STATION FIRE EQUIVALENT LOADS

First of all, housekeeping was emphasized. No unnecessary materials were allowed to
remain into the main buildings, that is: reactor bldg., service bldg., turbine bldg., auxiliary bay
(electrical distribution area), and Diesels bldg.

Building separation was also emphasized, e.g. oil supply facility was moved out of
turbine building to the oil storage house, specially built for this purpose. The same was done
for inflammable compressed gases, such us hydrogen, acetylene, etc.

Wood, plywood, cardboard, plastics and paper were reduced as much as possible.
As a general rule, a very estrict control was established for inflammable materials

handling.

5. STATION WEAK POINTS

A strong search took place at the plant looking for weak points in order to minimize the
probability of fire.

On this field, even slight oil and fuel spillage were eliminated, dust and dirt cleaning
got special attention and open flames were forbidden unless they were essential. Also smoking
was restricted to a few areas where it is permitted.

Chemical fire inhibitors were used where possible, particularly in warehouse for
stocked material and low inflammable solvents are in force for cleaning and degreasing.
Essential inflammable chemicals are authorized only for particular applications and in limited
quantities. PVC cables (not fire resistant) were protected with an inhibitor covering.
Penetrations sealing got also special attention.

Places where fire is likely to occur a redundant fire detection system was installed,
such as explosive gases detection for hydrogen in generator area and fuel vapors in Diesels
area. These systems are in addition to the main fire detection system.

Besides, console of fire detection system was interconnected with security system
console, so there is a permanent watching all over the plant by means of TV cameras,
explosive gases detectors and smoke detectors. It is necessary to point out that security system
was installed shortly after the station was built and commissioned. Security officers also
overhaul the plant, in addition to the operations group, looking for abnormal or dangerous
conditions, such as fire.

6. TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENTS

Several improvements were incorporated to the original design and some others are
now in execution, while a bunch of them are still in project.

Improvements already done are, for example: a) The enlarging of security CCTV
systen, with cameras in reactor and service buildings, b) Automatic shut down of ventilation
system, damper closing and/or Halon flooding as a result of fire detection system activation, c)
Halon protection for main and secondary control room, computer room, cable distribution
room, equipment (signals distribution) room and emergency power supply room was also
added to the original design, d) Manual high expansion foam and/or light water system
installed in reactor building gives a better protection, not present in the original design, e) In
the same way, a fire resistant screen was installed between normal and emergency water feed
pumps, f) Interconnections carried out between fire and process water systems increase
reliability of hydrants system, g) Several four inches couplings installed on the fire water
system allows to connect the fire truck to this system, in order to use the fire truck as a booster
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pump to increase pressure from 8 kg/cm2 to 40 kg/cm2, this make possible to reach the plant
highest point with the water jet. h) Separated warehouse for contaminated material and
equipment, i) Halon protected bunker for essential plant documentation, j) Mock-up area for
fire fighting practice.

Upgradings now in execution could be: a) CCTV System enlarging (turbine building),
b) New protective equipment for fire brigade (garment for high temperature, newly design
hard hats, etc), c) Emergency stock room with essential material and equipment foreseen for
fire accidents, d) Replacement of methane gas system by P-10 gas (Argon-methane) in
radiation monitors.

Some projected upgradings which are still one the desk could be: a) Halon
replacement, b) Water mist fire protection for primary heat transport system main pumps in
reactor building, c) High expansion foam system for turbine oil tank in addition to the actual
dry-pipe system, d) High expansion foam protection for cable duct in reactor building,
e) Doors replacement by stronger ones from fire point of view.

7. EARLY ALARMING AND AUTOMATIC ACTIONS

Permanent survey by means of CCTV allows image change (or movement) automatic
detection and alarming. This will be used first in turbine building monitoring for fire hazard.

If this experience is successful, it will be expanded to Diesels building.
In Diesels building, Halon flooding manual system is being studied to be automatic or,

at least, hand operated from main control room.

8. ORGANIZATION

Today, Embalse NPP has six fire brigades composed of operators on shift. They
demonstrated to be efficient and fast.

Additional fire fighting support organization was formed with personnel which belongs
to the radioprotection and safety department, personnel on call and personnel
which belongs to National Gendarmerie, the armed force which protects the nuclear station,
which is located beside the plant.

On the other hand, a coordination was established with external firemen 35 km around
the station for the case of a fire at the plant. It was practically checked that in this situation at
least 10 fire trucks could be at the place in about 20 minutes.

9. TRAINING AND EDUCATION

Fire brigades had an initual training and then a permanent retraining twice a year. This
includes skill upgrading at the mock-up yard for fire fighting practice.

All plant personnel (including women) receive a theoretical and practical retraining on
fire fighting each four years.

External firemen are retrained each four years on the basic knowledge of radiological
protection and station characteristics in order to be able to behave safely in case of a fire at the
plant.

Additionally, it is considered essential to accomplish with a permanent education of
personnel on the way of a safe behavior in all performed activities.
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10. DRILLS

There are at least six fire fighting drills a year, that means an average of once a year for
each fire brigade on shift. Support groups make also at least a drill per year.

All plant personnel make a practical drill at least once each four year.
However., annual nuclear emergency drills often include scenarios complemented with

fire accidents which must be solved by plant personnel and the emergency organization.
At least each four years there is a combined drill with external firemen to test the

effectiveness of this coordination.
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